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COMMERCIAL EXPERTISE We like to build long
lasting relationships
with our clients,
providing value to
everyone involved.
We stand by our core
values of Honestly,
Respect and integrity.

WHY WORK
WITH H&R

WHO ARE WE 
H&R Blinds is a family owned and operated
window covering business. The name
derives from the beginning letters of the
founders two children. We have worked
with and coordinated with various builders
and developers throughout Canada and
the U.S.A completing projects with little to
no hiccups. 

Throughout the 20 years of serving our
clients with the highest quality blinds and
service, we have developed a systematic

approach to ensure that deadlines are met
without cutting corners. We have expertise

and experience with jobs of all sizes whether
its a highrise, university, townhomes etc . We

know how to best serve you. 
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HOW WE SERVE YOU 
We consult with developers
when first starting a project
to understand what window
treatments are best suited.
Provide industry leading
prices while maintaining
service and quality

High quality durable blinds are
produced with industry leading
turnaround times and backed
with warranty

Professional installations 

Fast and easy customer support



2 A FEW PAST PROJECTS

BCIT AEROSPACE CAMPUS ^ 

 SOLIEL SQUAMISH ^

BELL GREEN PARK (Blinds + Installation 57 units and more)

LOTUS 68 units - (Blinds + Installation)

 61 units - (Blinds + Installation)

(installation)



REA GARDEN 26 units - (Blinds + Installation) 

PICS SENIOR LIVING              54 units - (Blinds + Installation)

NOURA BURKE MOUNTAIN HOMES       50+ 3 story homes  
      (Blinds + Installation)
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HALYARD GIBSONS            12 units - (Blinds + Installation)



CECIL HILL 23 units - (Blinds + Installation) 

OAKLEY 46 units - (Blinds + Installation)

JADE   29 Units - (Blinds + Installation)
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WOODWORDS             9 units - (Blinds + Installation)


